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Bryce and Ashley Timberline are normal 13-year-old twins, except for one thingÃ¢â‚¬â€¢they

discover action-packed mystery wherever they go. Whether it's searching for a missing writer or

fearing for their lives at the bottom of a canyon, Bryce and Ashley never lose their taste for

adventure. Wanting to get to the bottom of any mystery, these twins find themselves on a nonstop

search for the truth.
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A vandal is on the loose at the local country club, and Bryce Timberline is the number-one suspect.

Now, new evidence surfaces about the plane crash that killed Bryce and Ashley's father. What will it

take to prove Bryce's innocence and find out the truth about their dad?  Bryce and Ashley

Timberline are normal 13-year-old twins, except for one thing-they discover action-packed mystery

wherever they go. Wanting to get to the bottom of any mystery, these twins find themselves on a

nonstop search for truth.

Jerry B. Jenkins, former Vice President for Publishing and currently Writer-at-Large for the Moody

Bible Institute of Chicago, is the author of more than 150 books, including the best-selling Left

Behind series. Sixteen of his books have reached the New York Times best-seller list (seven in the

number one spot) and have also appeared on the USA Today, Publisher's Weekly and Wall Street

Journal best-seller lists. Chris Fabry has written more than 50 books for adults and children,



including the Red Rock Mysteries series with Jerry B. Jenkins and the Left Behind: The Kids series

with Jerry B. Jenkins and Dr. Tim LaHaye.

These are formula novellas for pre-teens. But once or twice a year, I get the next one in the series

because, hey, I need a break from the adult world. They are also well done formula stories. The

uniform structure means you know what to expect - but every story has its own creative problem,

resolution, and spiritual lesson.

I tried to get into the series but it was really jarring to have some chapters that were literally only a

few paragraphs long. Adding to my annoyance was the liberal uses of blank pages and HUGE

paragraph breaks before the text began on each page.Properly formatted, this book should be

closer to 190 pages, not 272.I'm above the age group listed for recommended readers but I have a

hard time that a ten year old has such a short attention span that they can't read more than two

pages without having to take a chapter break.

I liked all of the books in the series and I hope the following books will be on my Kindel as well!

pleased with purchase

this is a great series it has gone through my kids a friends kids and now my niece the kids all love it

boys and girls.

I was looking for a tennis story for my 9y/0 grandson. I gave him this book.He told me it was "great"

and he wanted more. Of course the tennis part was fine, but he reallyliked the characters and the

storyline. This is a mystery series about middle school twins.

I really likes this book, it was one of the best books I've read .however the chapters are really short

a chapter is about 1 to 2 pages , so if you don't mind that read it today!!!!!

"Double Fault" by Jerry B Jenkins and Chris Fabry is book number 7 in the Red Rock Mysteries

collection. Ashley and Bryce are on another mission to solve another mystery. They signed up for

tennis camp at the nearby country club. They discovered that it might be closing for lack of funds,

and all of a sudden strange things were going on and the club was losing more money. Someone



stole Bryce's ATV and went cruising on the gold course and tore it up. Someone added chemicals

to the pool that made it dangerous. Bryce was setup when someone stole from the safe. Is it the

local land developer and his son? Is it the high school boys? Someone does not want that country

club around anymore and you can bet these twins will get to the bottom of it.
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